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CHEMISTRY 

Order-conserving Reaction Schemes 
A NEW class of rnactions, with no cotmtorpart in 

organic chemistry, has been elucidated in recont_ years 
in biological systems; it comprises the _temp~ate-directed 
polymerizations of nucleic acids and ammo-ac1?8. Re~ults 
of tho intensive work in this area of polymer b1ochem1stry 
indicate that those reactions involve two concurrent events 
at each step in polymerization. A free derivative of the 
monomer specifically complements with thll t emp~ato, and, 
in the presence of a suitable catalyst, whon adJacent to 
the terminal monomer of a growing chain t.his is followed 
by a non-specific coupling reaction. Configuration orde7, 
in the form of specified linear arrays of monomers, is 
thereby recovored from the energy ontropy expended in 
polymerization 1. Thi1, derived order is n ot_ ti·ansmuta~le 
to free energy, nor is the total entropy st~bJect to r?str10-
tion by tho second law of thormodynam1cs according to 
Davis. The balance of entropies attained in polydeoxy
ribonucleic acid synthesis has been evaluated in this 
report, so for as present data will permit such an analysis ; 
and based on what is at present known of theso processes, 
r eaction sch!lmes have been devised that aim at maximiz. 
ing the diminution of configuration entropy. 

Polynucleotide replication involves, in the m ain, a 
bijective complementation transform, from template to 
new polymer, of a sequence of four varioties of nucle~tides 
and condensation of triphosphates into phosphodiestor 
bonds with production of pyrophosphate. The decrease 
in nucleotido mixing entropy for polymers of equal base 
-composition, the most probable composition, is thou 
given by: 

~mix= -R In 4 (1) 

,1.Smix = - 2•75 cal/mo! deg. 

R is the gas constant. Tho designat~on _of heat entl'OJ?Y 
units to this magnitude is only symbolic; . it cannot physic
ally represent heat entropy. The reaction entropy 1s of 
the usual form: 

1:::,,8, = R In qK-1 (2) 

K, the equilibrium constant, is 0·36 x 10-• for· pyro
phosphorolysis of polydooxyribonucleic acid at pH 6·5 
and 37° C (ref. 2). From statistical mechanical con
siderations it appears that tho molar entropy (R In q) 
changes by - 8 ce.1/mol deg. Whence the reaction ontropy 
bocomes 

l:::,,S, = - 22 cal/mol deg. 

Environment al entropy must rise by at least 22 cal/mol 
dog. to dissipate the reaction entropy. 

It is evidont that in tho duplication of double-stranded 
polynucleotides composed of four varieties of monomers, 
the reaction entropy is approximately 90 per cen~ ~f the 
total entropy change. While the use of four vanet1es of 
nucleotides diminishes copying orrors, there soems no 
reason why it should not be possible to synthesize po!y
mors of high order, involving several types of nucleotide 
complementation. Toward this end it may be obser':ed 
that throe positions are involved in hydrogen bonding 
guanine and cytosine, and that adenine and thymine pair
ing demonstrates that only_ two of su~h b?nds are necessary 
for specific complementation. Tak~ng into account t_hat 
two types of groups are inv~l".0d m, hfdrogen bondmg, 
proton donors and proton re01p1.ents, 1t 1s, U1ereEoro, pos
sible to concflivo twelvo seLs of complem entat10n, each 
b!ltweon a purine- and pyrimidine-like base. A necessary 
assumption is that hydrogon b,:mding is ~u_fficiontly eff0~
tive in oach of tho throe available pos1t10ns to porm1t 
specific pairing. With the use of these ba.<i0s, it may prove 
possible to construct pol~crs composed of .an extend:'d 
array of Watson-Crick pa1r1ngs. The respective entropies 
would be: 

!::,,Smix = -6·31 cal/mol deg. 

!::,,S, = -21·5 cal/mol deg. 

In such a system the reaction entropy is at the 80 per 
cent level of total entropy. . . 

Relatively larger ~ecreases i!1 m~nomer-m~xmg entropy 
can be achieved with protem b1osynthes1s than "'.'1th 
polynuoleotide replication. However, it is not yet poss1?le 
to estimate reaction entropy to total entropy ratios with 
any degree of assurance, as tho re~ction . has not be~n 
entirely clarified. The role of guanme tnphosphate , 1;1 
particular, remains to bo determined3 •• Rocoi:i-t oxp~n
ments from the laboratory of Nirenberg\ m which ammo 
acyl transfer polyribonucleic acid (t-RNA) ~as bound_ to 
ribosomes programmed with oligonucl~t1des, pro:v1de 
direct evidonoe that the complementation uru_t 1s _a 
sequence of three nucleotides. My oxplorat?ry mv~t1-
go.tions• with this system also favouro~ a triplot-codmg 
unit. In this event, 64 complementation eleme~ts a7e 
obtained in 4 base polymers and 13,824 ar? poss1blo .m 
24 base polymers. To utilize fully tho coding po_ten~1al 
of such polymers, it is necessary that the po~ymenzation 
transform between both sets of complementation elements 
bo isomorphic. Hence, each spocio~ of t-R~A w?uld h~ve 
to be pW'ified and thon loaded with ammo-acids whwh 
have distinctive isotope labels, followed by ~omoval . of 
tho loading enzymes to prevent transacyla~10n dur~g 
protein synthesis. In this manner, a system wit~ a codmg 
capacity of about 60 elements . mar be obtamed. To 
increase further tho coding capacity, it would be necessary 
to synthesize t-RNA molecules and incorporate anti
codons complementary to the unaccounted soquencos. 
As naturally-occurring amino acyl synthetases could not 
be expected to load these artificial t-RNA's, this step 
may be included in synthesis. In liko manner, a 24-base 
array of t-RNA moleoules could bo prepared. It would, 
of course, only be necessary to use thes? _bases in t:11e 
anti-codon region. The most probable m1xmg ontrop1os 
are: 

{ 
20 element system: -5·95 cal/mo! deg. 

tlSm!x 60 element system: -8•13 cal/mol deg. 
13,824 element system: -18·92 cal/rool deg. 

Should it prove possible to construct systems wi_th oo_d?ns 
of more th,1,n three bases, further decreases m m1xmg 
entropy would accrue. Flawlcs.<i complementation has 
been assumed throughout the calculations. . . 

Tho magnitudes by which the n:,onomer m1xmg ?n
tropies diminish in protllin biosyntho_s1s and polynucleoti~e 
replication aro such that an experimental assessment 1s 
warranted of the order producing propensity of those 
reactions which permit it. 
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Novel Chemiluminescence Methods for 
Determination of Absolute Rate Constants 

for Elementary Radical Reactions in the 
Liquid Phase 

Tm,: recombination of peroxide radicals is usually 
accompanied by luminescence (soo, for example, refs. 
l and 2). In tho prosence of certain lµminesc~nt sub
stances (activators) tha t do not affect the;roact1on rate 
the luminescence will increase due. to energy· transfer3 • 
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